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Ahmedabad.// Copyright 2013 The Go
Authors. All rights reserved. // Use of

this source code is governed by a BSD-
style // license that can be found in

the LICENSE file. package ssh import (
"io" "net" "sync" "time" ) //

ExpectConn returns a net.Conn that is
a multiplexer. It is used // in different
modes to replace the communication

channel. func (c *Client)
ExpectConn(ch Channel, req

*Request) (*Conn, error) { chlast :=
channelLastGoAway(ch) var wg

sync.WaitGroup cwg := make(chan
*waitForConn, 1) go func() {

ch.Reject(unexpectedConnAfterClose,
"", nil) wg.Done() }() go func() {

ch.Accept() c.handleChannels(ch, req)
wg.Done() }() c.handleClientConn(ch,

fullChannelDirections{next: cwg})
chlast.Reject(unknownChannel, "", nil)
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// If this function went away, then so
would that whole // thing the channel
was wrapping. c.handleClientConn(ch,
emptyChannelDirections 6d1f23a050
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